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PRESENTATION
Greendet emerged in 2009 recognizing the emerging need for ecological, efficient and competitive cleaning products.
With our production unit in Coimbra, Portugal, Greendet exists with the purpose of creating differentiated
ideas and products, resulting from the association with the research and development group of the
Department of Chemistry of the Faculty of Coimbra of Sciences and Technology.
Greendet aims to produce cleaning products that represent an economic alternative of the highest quality,
as well as to develop cleaning products that are better from an environmental point of view, more biodegradable and more effective in lower concentrations.
Currently there are two product lines in the market – Domestic and Professional, accounting for more than
60 products. Despite the constant innovation, in 2014 a corporate restructuring led to a re-imagined
image, in order to better identify itself with the company’s goals and its partners.
As we favour constant innovation and customer satisfaction, we have the ability to develop custom made
products to each client, according to their specific needs.

Maximum efficiency with the lowest environmental impact, this is the force that moves us.

www.greendet.pt
facebook.com/greendet
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GREENDET ECOLOGICAL DETERGENTS

Because in your daily life there are
details that make the difference, and
we always want your home to be bright
and welcoming, our domestic line guarantees an environmentally friendly
deep cleaning, being the best way to
maintain hygiene in all divisions of your
home.
LAVA LOIÇA
manual
Limão

In addition, Greendet household cleaners, with 0.5, 1 and 2 litres containers
for manual dosage, take up as little
space as possible and ensure maximum
efficiency in cleaning and disinfecting
your home.

1L

domestic line

Greendet offers a wide range of products
in its professional line, developed and
tested by specialists, guaranteeing an ecological cleanliness, for the most different
needs of hygiene and disinfection, in an
easy and effective way, with visible results
against germs and bacteria. High quality at
a reduced cost, both for our customers and
for our planet.
This line features 5 litres containers, ideal
for deep cleaning of larger surfaces.

facebook.com/greendet
www.greendet.pt

professional line
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KITCHEN
In the kitchen, hygiene and cleanliness always come ﬁrst. Greendet’s
range of products offers a variety of cleaning products aimed at
keeping the kitchen clean and disinfected, guaranteeing optimal
results against germs and bacteria, in an easy and efﬁcient way.

3

pH

D-MANUAL

=7,0

=

BACTERICIDE MANUAL DISHWASHER
Concentrated | Soft for hands
Product with high concentration of cleaning agents and capable
of removing even the toughest grease. It is a suitable product for
the washing of all type of crockery, glassware and cutlery. Thanks
to its neutral pH it is not aggressive to the hands nor the skin. Its
components are readily biodegradable.

D-MANUAL
LAVA LOIÇA MANUAL

1LL

5L
Cod. 101

Cod. 301

pH

=13,4

D-WASH
DISHWASHER DETERGENT
Hard and soft water
Very alkaline product, with high concentration of sequestrants, which allow
optimum cleaning results even in hard water. It has a high capacity of elimination of
grease, even the dry and incrusted one. It does not produce foam guaranteeing
exceptional results in your dishwashing activity. Its components are readily biodegradable.

D-WASH
LAVA LOIÇA MÁQUINA

5L

NO PHOSPHATES

Cod. 102

pH

=1,8

D-RINSE
RINSE AID
Dries | Gives shine
Product with high drying power. Added to the dishwashing cycle, will leave your
crockery, glassware and cutlery shiny and without any water stain. It eliminates the
limestone from the water avoiding it being deposited in the dishes, glassware and
the dishwasher thus protecting all the vital parts of the equipment. Its components
are readily biodegradable.

D-RINSE
ABRILHANTADOR SECANTE DE LOIÇA

55 L
Cod.
o 103

pH

=8,2

S-INOX
STAINLESS STEEL CLEANER
Cleans | Gives shine
Acidic product, which effectively removes even the most difficult
dirt (oxidation, grease, etc.) from all stainless steel parts, aluminium, steel, etc., leaving the surfaces shiny and looking new.

S-INOX
LIMPADOR DE INOX

5L
Cod. 104

4

0,5 L
Cod. 304

CLEANS AND PROTECTS YOUR METALLIC SURFACES

F-HYGIENE TABLETS
DISINFECTANT TABLETS

F - HYGIENE TABLETS

Sanitizes | Utensils

PRO

Greendet's effervescent chlorine tablets are fast dissolving, and
due to their chlorine releasing agent they can be used in the
disinfection of drinking water, vegetable washing and disinfection of surfaces and equipment.

F - DISINFECT TABLETS
F-HYGIENE TABLETS
PASTILHAS DESINFETANTES

1 Kg

Cod. 105

pH

=0,8

D-CALC
DESCALER
Descales | Limestone | Stone | Metal
Product that removes residues and deposits of limestone, being suitable for periodic
descaling and cleaning of your dishwasher as it cleans and protects the vital parts of
the equipment. Its components are readily biodegradable.

D-CALC
ANTICALCÁRIO MÁQUINA

5L
Cod. 106

pH

=9,4

F-HYGIENE
LIQUID HYGIENIZER
Sanitizes | Utensils

F-HYGIENE
DESINFECTANTE ALIMENTAR

Presented in a solution that, besides being rich in chlorinated sanitizing agents, a
powerful oxidant, is free of toxic substances thus allowing its use in the food industry and its application in the treatment of water for washing food.

5L
Cod. 107

M-FREEZE
ANTI-FREEZE DISINFECTANT
Sanitizes | Melts ice | Can be used on electrical components

M-FREEZE
DESINFETANTE ANTI CONGELANTE

5L
Cod. 109

Greendet’s antifreeze disinfectant is a neutral pH product with a high concentration
of cleaning agents and disinfectants. It effectively removes all types of dirt and
eliminates potentially harmful micro-organisms. Due to its composition, it is a suitable product to clean refrigerators and freezers, allowing you to clean them even at
negative temperatures, thus avoiding the thawing of the equipment. It’s also indicated for cleaning surfaces that come into contact with food products.
NO NEED TO TURN OFF YOUR FREEZER

5

FLOOR
Greendet has the most complete range of cleaning products for all
types of ﬂoors. Its products are developed and tested by specialists,
providing a deep knowledge in the cleaning and treatment of ﬂoors,
while ensuring the highest ecological standard.

M-WASH
ECOLABEL BACTERICIDE UNIVERSAL CLEANER
Washes | Perfumes
Cleans and perfumes the entire surface. Its neutral pH does not damage the materials. Effectively removes all types of dirt, degreases and leaves a pleasantly scented
environment for a long time. Indicated for cleaning floors and walls of all areas.

EU Ecolabel:
PT/020/008

pH

pH

=6,6

pH

=6,6

=6,6

M-WASH ECOLABEL

EU Ecolabel:
PT/020/008

2L

5L
Cod. 112

6

ECOLABEL

Cod. 312

0,5 L

ECOLABEL

Cod. 305

ECOLABEL

M-WASH
BACTERICIDE UNIVERSAL CLEANER
Universal
Cleans and perfumes the entire surface. Its neutral pH does not damage the materials. Effectively removes all types of dirt,
degreases and leaves a pleasantly scented environment for a long time. Indicated for cleaning floors and walls of all areas.

pH

pH

=6,7

M-WASH LAVANDA

M-WASH AMONIA

LAVA TUDO LAVANDA

LAVA TUDO C/ LEXÍVIA

5L

5L
LAVANDA

Cod. 113

AMONIA

Sanitizes | Without perfume

pH

=11,7

M-WASH CL

LAVA TUDO AMONIACAL

5
5L
o
Cod. 110

pH

=10

pH

=6,7

GEL CLORO

Cod. 117

Sanitizes | Without perfume

pH

=8,3

=8,3

PRO
PRO

M-WASH BIO-ALC

M-WASH TROPICAL

LAVA TUDO BIOALCOOL

5L
Cod. 119

M-WASH LEMON

AMBIENTADOR TROPICAL

AMBIENTADOR LIMÃO

5L

5L
BIO ALCOOL

Fast drying

Cod. 122

TROPICAL

Long lasting perfume

Cod. 121

LEMON

Long lasting perfume

7

pH

=7,4

S-WOOD
WOOD CLEANER
Washes | Perfumes | Gives shine

PRO

Product designed for cleaning and caring of wood surfaces, leaving them impeccably clean and bright. Contains anti-static ingredients avoiding dust accumulation on
surfaces. Its components are readily biodegradable.

S-WOOD
LIMPA E ENCERA MADEIRAS

5L
Cod. 125

pH

=7,8

W-WOOD
NEUTRAL ACRYLIC WOOD WAX
Waxes
Product designed for floors of wood, cork, vinyl, etc., providing glossy and non-slip
finishes, with an excellent resistance to scratches and scuffs, without wiping. Its
components are readily biodegradable.

W-WOOD
CERA ACRÍLICA

5L
Cod. 126

pH

=7,8

W-HARD
NEUTRAL ACRYLIC WAX FOR HARD SURFACES
Waxes
Product indicated for tile, mosaic and stone, providing glossy and anti-slip finishes,
with excellent resistance to scratches and frictions, without wiping. Its components
are readily biodegradable.

W-HARD
CERA SUPERFÍCIES DURAS

5L
Cod. 128

pH

=13,4

WAX-OUT
WAX STRIPPER
Removes wax

WAX-OUT
DECAPANTE DE CERAS

55 L
Cod.
130
o

8

Aqueous stripper suitable for all types of wax, leaving the pavements ready to be
waxed again. Its components are readily biodegradable.

OTHER SURFACES
This product line allows a deep and effective cleaning of the most diverse
surfaces, such as glass, wood and stainless steel. Here we ﬁnd from disinfectants multi-surfaces and waxes to paint strippers.

WC-FRAGRANCE TABLETS
FRESHENER BLOCKS
Perfumes the entire bathroom
F - DISINFECT TABLETS
WC FRAGRANCE TABLETS
BLOCOS AMBIENTADORES

1 Kg

Detergent block indicated for the continuous hygiene of the toilet. It releases an
active and fragrant foam that cleans the toilet, eliminates odours and prevents the
formation of limestone. The active foam formed after each flushing attacks remaining dirtiness and neutralizes the bad odours.

Cod. 131

9

pH

M-DISINFECT SEPT

=8,4

99,9%

MULTI-SURFACE ANTISEPTIC
DISINFECTANT
Neutral | Cleans | Disinfects
Product with high concentration of disinfectant agents capable of
eliminating potentially dangerous micro-organisms, such as bacteria
and fungi. It is indicated for the cleaning of all type of surfaces like
floors, counter-tops, tiles, plastics, metal, etc. Given the concentration of solvents, it easily eliminates all dirt leaving clean and luminous
surfaces. Its components are readily biodegradable.

M-DISINFECT SEPT
MULTISUPERFÍCIES DESINFECTANTE
ANTI-SÉPTICO

5L

0,5 L

Cod. 133

Cod. 306

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NORMS: EN 13697 - EN 1650 - EN 1276

pH

=10,0

WC-CREAM
WC CLEANING CREAM
Descales sanitary stains | Perfumes
Greendet’s WC cleaning cream is a product of high concentration of both cleaning and abrasive agents. Effectively removes all types of dirt, leaving a pleasant
scent on all surfaces, being indicated for cleaning floors and walls, bathrooms in
all sorts of institutions.

WC CREAM
CREME DE LIMPEZA WC

5L
Cod. 135

pH

=1,10

WC-GEL
TOILET CLEANING GEL
Decontamination of sanitary ware

PRO

Product with high cleaning power, capable of eliminating lime and potentially
dangerous micro-organisms, perfuming the area for a long time. Suitable product for
cleaning toilets. Its components biodegrade rapidly.

WC GEL
GEL SANITÁRIO

CLEAN GASKETS OR STAINS IN SANITARY PLATES

5L
Cod. 137

S-GLASS
GLASS CLEANER
Multi-purpose
Product indicated for the cleaning of windows and surfaces with mirror effect. Thanks to the concentration of its solvents,
it easily eliminates dirt, resulting in clear and shiny surfaces. Its components are readily biodegradable.

pH

S-GLASS COCO VANILLA

S-GLASS

LIMPA VIDROS COCO BAUNILHA

LIMPA VIDROS
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S-GLASS
COCO-VANILLA

Cod. 140

pH

=5,6

=5,6

0,5 L

5L

5L
Cod. 138

pH

=5,6

S-GLASS

Cod. 340

S-GLASS

pH

ODOUR-OUT

=7,4

ODOUR ELIMINATOR
Air freshener
Highly effective product in the elimination of bad odours
(tobacco, garbage, footwear, pipes, etc.). It is a product that
poses no risk to human health. Thanks to its composition
deodorizes and leaves a pleasant aroma on the treated surfaces. Its components are readily biodegradable.

ODOUR-OUT
ELIMINADOR DE ODORES

5L

0,5 L

Cod. 136

Cod. 339

pH

=1,4

WC-TOTAL
MULTI-PURPOSE BATHROOM CLEANER
Clean | Sanitizes | Remove Limestone | Perfume

PRO

Product with acid pH, high concentration of cleaning agents and powerful fat and
lime removal capacity. Indicated for the cleaning of all surfaces of the bathroom. Its
components are readily biodegradable.

WC TOTAL
MULTIUSOS WC ANTICALCÁRIO

CLEAN YOUR BATHROOM WITH A SINGLE PRODUCT

5L
Cod. 141

pH

M-PET

=7,4

PERFUMED CREOLIN
Washes | Sanitizes | Perfumes

M-PET
CREOLINA PERFUMADA

5L

1LL
Cod.
Cod.360
360

Cod. 149

pH

=14,0

Biodegradable product with neutral pH, high concentration of
disinfectant agents and low toxicity for humans and animals. It
effectively removes all types of dirt and eliminates potentially
dangerous micro-organisms. Due to its composition and pleasant fragrance, it is indicated for the disinfection of all kinds of
places where animals live such as stables, pens, dog houses,
etc.

P-SOLVE
PIPE CLOG REMOVER
Uncoils any tubing

P-SOLVE
DESENTUPIDOR DE TUBAGEM

Product with alkaline pH, formulated to easily and effectively eliminate pipe obstructions when mechanical methods do not work. Its components are readily biodegradable.

5L
Cod. 153
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PERSONAL HYGIENE
For taking extra care of your body, Greendet offers a line of pH
neutral products, allowing frequent and correct washing and
disinfection of your body, thus creating a barrier against germs
and bacteria.

pH

=6,2

H-BODY
ANTIBACTERIAL SHOWER GEL
Washes | Hydrates | Perfumes
Antibacterial product with powerful concentration of cleaning agents, high hydration capacity of the skin and capable of eliminating potentially dangerous micro-organisms. Thanks to its neutral pH and built-in moisturisers is a product suitable for
frequent washing of the whole body. Its components are readily biodegradable.

H-BODY NEUTRAL
GEL DE BANHO

5L
Cod. 142

pH

H-WASH

=4,61

ANTIBACTERIAL NEUTRAL HAND SOAP
Washes | Disinfects | Perfumes

H-WASH NEUTRAL

H-WASH SILK

SABONETE NEUTRO

SABONETE PERFOMADO

5L
Cod. 145

5L
NEUTRAL

pH

Cod. 146

=6,7

Disinfectant product with high concentration of cleaning
agents indicated to eliminate the dirt and potentially
dangerous micro-organisms. Thanks to its neutral pH and
the built-in moisturisers is a product suitable for frequent
washing and disinfection of hands. Its components are
readily biodegradable.

FRAGRANCE

H-DISINFECT CARE
MOISTURISING ANTISEPTIC GEL

99,9%

Disinfects | Moisturises | No water required

H-DISINFECT CARE
GEL ANTI-SÉPTICO HIDRATANTE

5L
Cod. 147

12

Greendet’s Antiseptic Moisturising Gel is a hygiene product with high concentration
of disinfectant agents, capable of eliminating potentially harmful micro-organisms
such as bacteria and fungi. Water is not necessary to use it and it dries quickly without leaving any residues. Due to the incorporated moisturisers, it does not irritate or
dry the skin of your hands. Its components are readily biodegradable.
IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE NORMS: EN 13697 - EN 1650 - EN 1276

DEGREASERS
The Greendet line of degreasers allows you to clean and degrease the
most varied equipment and surfaces such as stoves, hoods, grills, tiles,
counter-tops, among others, effectively eliminating all types of grease
and carbon, even the most difﬁcult ones.
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pH

M-CLEAN

=9,8

MULTIPURPOSE DEGREASER
Cleans | Degreases | Perfumes
Slightly alkaline product, with a high concentration of cleaning
agents and surfactants, which gives it a high fat removal capacity,
even when dried and encrusted. Indicated for cleaning kitchens,
extractors, fireplaces, grills, etc., effectively eliminating grease and
carbon while perfuming the entire area. Its components biodegrade
rapidly.

M-CLEAN
DESENGORDURANTE MULTIUSOS

0,5 L

5L

Cod. 356

Cod. 154

pH

=13,1

M-POWER NON FOAM
CONTROLLED FOAM DEGREASER
Degreases | Without Foam | Without perfume
Degreasing detergent with high penetrating power and solvent agents for oil and
proteinic dirt, ideal for all washable surfaces. The controlled foam formula makes it
ideal for mechanical washing machines.

M-POWER NON-FOAM
DESENGORDURANTE DE ESPUMA CONTROLADA

5
5L
Cod.
o 155

pH

M-POWER

=13,3

CONCENTRATED DEGREASER
Degreases | Without perfume

PRO

Alkaline product, with high concentration of cleaning agents and
surfactants which gives it a high fat removal capacity, even dried and
encrusted. Suitable for cleaning kitchens, extractors, grills, etc.,
effectively eliminating grease and carbon, even the most resistant.
Can be applied on hot surfaces. Its components biodegrade rapidly.

M-POWER
TIRA GORDURAS

5L

0,5 L

Cod. 156

Cod. 355

pH

=13,7

pH

=13,6

M-POWER TOP
VERY CONCENTRATED DEGREASER
Very strong degreaser | Without perfume

PRO

M-POWER TOP
TIRA GORDURAS CONCENTRADO

5L
Cod. 157
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0,5 L
Cod. 357

Strongly alkaline product, with high concentration of cleaning
agents and surfactants which gives it a high fat removal capacity,
even dried and encrusted. Suitable for cleaning kitchens, extractors,
grills, etc. effectively eliminating grease and carbon, even the most
resistant. Can be applied on hot surfaces. Its components biodegrade rapidly.

LAUNDRY
Details that make the difference. Greendet laundry line provides extra
ecological care to your fabrics, giving them a special softness. Thanks to
its micro-capsulated perfume, it allows a long-lasting pleasant aroma.

L-WASH POWDER
POWDER DETERGENT

DETERGENTE ATOMIZADO PARA
A MÁQUINA DA ROUPA

Washes | Perfumes | Perfume micro-spheres to prolong the scent

20 kg

10Kg
Cod. 422

This powder detergent is a product specially designed for use in automatic washing machines with high efficiency and low consumption, providing effective
cleaning and a gentle aroma in addition to perfect whites.

20Kg

DOES NOT CONTAIN PHOSPHATES

Cod. 423
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pH

=9,8

L-WASH
FABRIC DETERGENT
Washes | Perfumes | Perfume micro-spheres to prolong the scent
Product specially developed for washing clothes with difficult to remove stains, such
as grease and other organic soils. It quickly penetrates the fibers, eliminating the
most difficult stains. Its micro-capsulated perfume allows a longer duration and
intensity of the scent, since the perfume is only released with the friction of movement. This is an eco-friendly product and quickly biodegradable.

L-WASH TROPICAL
DETERGENTE ROUPA TROPICAL

5L
TROPICAL

Cod. 164

pH

NO PHOSPHATES

pH

=9,8

pH

=9,8

=9,8

L-WASH MYSTIC
DETERGENTE ROUPA MYSTIC

5L

2L
MYSTIC

Cod. 165

pH

=4,1

Cod. 177

2L
ALOÉ VERA

Cod. 174

ROSA

L-SOFT
FABRIC SOFTENER
Smooths | Perfumes | Perfume micro-spheres to prolong the scent
Greendet has developed this softener to leave your clothes with a soft touch and
with a fresh and pleasant fragrance. Its perfume in micro-capsules, allows for a
longer duration and intensity of the scent, since the perfume is only released with
the friction of movement. It works on all temperatures, thus allowing cold water
wash to save energy.

L-SOFT TROPICAL
AMACIADOR ROUPA TROPICAL

5L
Cod. 379

TROPICAL

pH

pH

=4,1

pH

=4,1

=4,1

L-SOFT MYSTIC
AMACIADOR ROUPA MYSTIC

5L
Cod. 373
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2L
MYSTIC

Cod. 173

2L
ALOÉ VERA

Cod. 171

ROSA

L-WHITE OXYGEN
OXYGEN-BASED BLEACHING DISINFECTANT
Bleach | Stain Remover | For clothes of all colors
Specially developed for the washing of color fabrics. Washing additive, excellent source of active oxygen, a strong oxidant
that confers a high power of protection of the color and removal of the stain. This is an eco-friendly product and quickly
biodegradable. It works at all temperatures, thus allowing cold water wash to save energy.

pH

=1,6

PRO
PRO

L-WHITECL
L-WHITE

BRANQUEADOR CLORADO
BRANQUEADOR
CLORADO

L-WHITE
DESINFETANTE BRANQUEADOR OXIGENADO

5L

10Kg

1 Kg

Cod. 420

OXYGEN

Cod. 419

Cod. 421
OXYGEN POWDER

L-WHITE CLORO
CHLORINATED BLEACHING DISINFECTANT
Bleach | Stain Remover | For white clothes
Specially developed for the washing of linen and white fabric. Washing additive, excellent source of chlorine, which confers
a high whitening power to your white fabric.

pH

=12,4

PRO

L-WHITE CL
BRANQUEADOR CLORADO

L-WHITE CL
BRANQUEADOR COLORADO

5 Kg

5L
Cod. 424

CLORO

Cod. 425

CLORO POWDER
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AUTOMOBILE
To get your cleaning going, Greendet has created a line for cars,
where you can ﬁnd the most varied ecological products from
brighteners and shampoos to rim cleaners, leaving your vehicle
fresh and shiny, looking like new.

pH

=7,2

A-WASH
CAR SHAMPOO
Washes | Gives shine
Product of high concentration of degreasing agents. It effectively removes all sorts
of dirt even the toughest, leaving your vehicle looking clean and shiny.

A-WASH
SHAMPOO AUTO

5L
Cod. 404

18

pH

=5,6

A-GLASS
CAR GLASS CLEANER
Anti-fogging
It is a product suitable for cleaning glass and all the mirrored surfaces of your car.
Due to its high concentration of solvents, it can easily solubilize all soils, eliminating
them with extreme ease and leaving the surfaces clear and shiny.

A-GLASS
LIMPA VIDROS AUTO

55 L
o 405
Cod.

pH

=6,1

A-ANTIFREEZE
CAR ANTIFREEZE
Prevents freezing
Product containing an ethylene glycol base (20%), together with corrosion inhibitors. It protects the entire internal cooling circuit of the motors, keeping it in a
perfect state of cleanliness and operation, without attacking the different metallic or
non-metallic components of the system itself. It is applied in different percentages
depending on the different climatic needs.

A-ANTIFREEZE
ANTICONGELANTE AUTO 20%

5L
Cod. 406

pH =8,5

A-GEL
HEAVY-DUTY HAND WASHING GEL
Washes | Degreases | Perfumes
Product suitable for hand washing in workshops or other areas where hands are in
contact with oil, grease and other heavy-duty stains. Removes all dirt leaving your
hands cared for and soft.

A-GEL
GEL PARA MECÂNICOS

5
5L
Cod.
o 408

pH =0,8

A-WHEEL
RIMS CLEANER
Washes | Descales

PRO

A WHEEL
LIMPA JANTES

Product with high dirt removal capacity due to the high concentration of cleaning
agents. Effectively removes all kind of grease and brake soot. Leaves the rims of your
car looking shiny and new. Its components are readily biodegradable.

5L
Cod. 410

19

AGRO-FOOD
This product line has been specially designed to improve food safety
and productivity in this segment, ensuring the conﬁdence of more
and more consumers in an increasing number of markets.

pH

=13,1

AGRO-HYGIENE CL
CHLORINE ALKALINE FOAM
Descales | Surfaces | Utensils | Foam

PRO

Cleaning and disinfection in a single stage of all types of protein, fat and blood soles,
designed for large surfaces in the food industry.

pH

AGRO-HYGIENE CL
ESPUMA ALCALINO CLORADO

5L
Cod. 250

pH

=13,1

AGRO-HYGIENE NON-FOAM
CHLORINE ALKALINE NON-FOAM
Degreases | Foamless

pH

AGRO-DISINFECT NON FOAM
NÃO ESPUMA ALCALINO CLORADO

5L
Cod. 251

20

Product especially recommended for cleaning and disinfecting processes in the
brewing, dairy, beverage industry, among others (i.e. Circuits, filling lines, tanks,
dispensers) as well as in livestock holdings for the cleaning and disinfection of tanks,
circuits, milking equipment, and in general for energetic cleanings where a total
absence of foam is required.

pH

=0,5

AGRO-WASH
FOAMING ACID
Degreases | Active foam
Acid specially formulated to clean with foam all kinds of surfaces and containers of
the food industry. Thus, this product allows for a prolonged contact time, eliminating
limescale and protein deposits while preventing oxidation.

pH

AGRO-WASH
ÁCIDO ESPUMANTE

5L
Cod. 252

pH

=0,5

AGRO-WASH NON-FOAM
NON-FOAMING ACID
Descales | Foamless
Non-foaming detergent for daily use formulated for cleaning of milking machines,
food processing equipment, milk coolers and all utensils and equipment where it is
necessary to remove incrustations formed by milk minerals. Provides an anti-corrosive effect for stainless steel and aluminium.

pH

AGRO-WASH NON FOAM
ÁCIDO NÃO ESPUMANTE

5L
Cod. 253

pH

=2,2

AGRO-PERACETIC
PERACETIC DISINFECTANT
Strong oxidizer
This product is used for disinfection due to its sterilizing, fungicidal, viricidal,
bactericidal and sporicidal properties.

AGRO-PERACETIC
DESINFETANTE PARACÉTICO

5L
Cod. 254

pH

=8,5

AGRO-HYGIENE SEPT
DISINFECTANT BASED ON AMMONIUM QUATERNARY
Sanitizes | Neutral

AGRO-DISINFECT SEPT
DESINFECTANTE C/ QUATERNÁRIO
DE AMÓNIO

Product designed for disinfection by spraying or immersion of equipment, food
processing tables, valves, pipes, floors, walls and general facilities in the food industry.

5L
Cod. 255

21

POOLS
The cleanliness of your swimming pool is crucial for a fully enjoyable
experience, guaranteeing your comfort in moments in which you look
for total relaxation.

22

POOL-CL5
5 EFFECTS CHLORINE
PH Control | Flocculant | Algicide

POOL CL10
CLORO DE 5 EFEITOS

5 Kg
Cod. 450

Organic compound in slow dissolving tablets, stabilized, with a minimum active
chlorine content of 86%, for disinfection and maintenance of pool water. Complete treatment of water: Disinfectant, algicide, bactericide, flocculant, rinse aid.
Ensures continuous chlorination of the water, avoiding the loss of chlorine due to
the sun and heat. It lacks the disadvantages of other types of chlorinated products, such as hypochlorite (liquid chlorine), which react with the salts of water
causing precipitation of residues that block the holes, valves, etc.

POOL-PHPH MINUS
Decreases pH
pH-

POOL PHpH MENOS

5 Kg

This product is presented on a white granular crystal. It has a specific gravity of
2,103 and a melting point of 315° C. Sodium Bisulfate is used as a pH-modifying
agent to replace the vitriol and is used as detergent for ceramic materials and
marbles. It may also be used as a pretreatment agent for acidic washes and coatings.

Cod. 451

POOL-PH+
PH PLUS
Increases pH
pH+

POOL PH+
pH MAIS

This product is presented on a crystalline white powder which is soluble in water and
insoluble in alcohol. Sodium carbonate is used in the textile industry, in the manufacture of detergents, in the manufacture of glass, in the chemical industry, in metallurgical processes and in flammable gas treatments.

5 Kg
Cod. 452
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POOL-FLOCCULANT
FLOCCULANT
Facilitates the deposit of suspended particles
This product is a fine, white, granular solid. Aluminum sulphate is used in the treatment of water as a flocculant / coagulant. It is also used in the chemical industry, for
the manufacture of fertilizers and additives for construction.

POOL FLOCCULANT
FLOCULANTE

5 Kg
Cod. 453

pH

=8,5

POOL-ALGICIDE
ALGICIDE
Algae growth control

PRO

Chemical used to eliminate blue algae or green algae when they infest aquatic
environments, causing undesirable effects, such as uncleanliness in swimming pools.
POOL ALGICIDE
ALGICIDA

5L
Cod. 455
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EU Ecolabel:
PT/020/008

A safe response to your Ecolabel certified cleaning requirements. Its certification and
efficiency meet the highest environmental requirements that increasingly govern purchasing procedures in our society.

We defend the end of animal tests, for reasons of ethics and science, since not always the
reactions observed in the animal body correspond to the reactions of the human organism.
We use alternative methods and constantly invest in knowledge, technology and innovation to ensure the safety of our products. For a better world for all.

99,9%

Disinfectant products, proven in their effectiveness in independent laboratories according
to the norms EN 13697, EN1650 and EN1276, from which you can request us the respective
results.

Nº Contribuinte: 508 942 195

Tel: (+48) 797 591 380
E-Mail: internacional@greendet.pt
www.greendet.pt

